Receptor tyrosine kinase signaling in cancer radiotherapy and its targeting for tumor radiosensitization.
One of the most important implications of 'Radiation Biology' research is to improve cancer radiotherapy with minimum side effects. In this regard, combination of chemotherapy with radiation has significantly improved tumor control as well as overall survival in a variety of cancers. However, this has been achieved at the cost of significant normal tissue toxicity, due to the lack of specificity of chemotherapy. Membrane-localized receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) have been found to play a driving role in various hallmarks of cancer. Moreover, an early successful clinical trial using RTK-antagonist (cetuximab) to improve tumor radiosensitivity has led to an advancement in this field of research. However, a comprehensive review integrating these findings of various oncogenic RTKs, from basic radiobiology-to-radiotherapy clinical trials, is lacking in literature. Therefore, the present review analyses relevant in-vitro, in-vivo, preclinical/clinical studies and postulates the concept of 'Radiation Biology of RTKs in Cancer'. The present review elucidates the effect of IR on various oncogenic RTKs and their mechanisms, downstream signaling, intracellular translocations, their role in the repair of radiation-induced DNA damage and post-irradiation survival. Based on the knowledge derived from RTK biology and the analysis of relevant clinical trials, this review attempts to identify radiobiological considerations, which could be implemented in future trials, combining radiotherapy with RTK-antagonist. Additionally, we identify the radiosensitizing potential of recently developed RTK-targeted nanoformulations. This review would probably change the Radiation Oncologist's view for translation of tumor-specific radiosensitization in clinic.